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Introduction

The Background

At the time of this writing, every major US Investment Bank has experimented
with Offshoring in some form in the past decade. Primarily, all these experiments have
been in the area of technology. What is emerging as a more recent and increasingly
dominant trend in the past three years is a new wave of Operations Offshoring.

Historically, the ‘gains from trade’ Economics101 model has been the prime
reason for businesses to engage in evaluating and executing offshoring for any and every
function of their operating model. Rapid growth has been biggest contributor to this.

Investment Banks in the US have grown more rapidly in the last two decades than
in the past 100 years.

The rapid growth was fuelled by increasing buy-side demand for innovative assets
as portfolio risk diversification tools, increased need for raising capital, due to the dot
com boom in the 90s. The race to get faster to the market with a wider spread of services
literally forced the end of the Glass-Steagall Act. This started a merger wave and led to
record volume of mergers and acquisitions in the Investment Banking industry.
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Some notable mergers in the last decade have been, Credit Suisse First Boston’s
acquisition of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette and Warburg Pincus Asset Management.
Merrill Lynch’s acquisition of Britain's Mercury Asset Management. Morgan Stanley
acquired Dean Witter and then acquired Van Kampen American Capital. J.P. Morgan
bought a significant stake in American Century Investments, Deutsche Bank bought
Bankers Trust, Alex Brown and Scudder Investments; most notably Travelers acquired
Smith Barney-Salomon and eventually Citibank.

These mergers came on the heels of decade of record mergers in the Commercial
Banks caused by the Thrift Distress of the 80s and the growth of upscale retail banks1.
U.S. banks have disappeared by merger, at the rate of 1.75 per business day between
1980 and 2000. During these two decades, approximately 8,200 unassisted bank mergers
and 1,160 assisted mergers of distressed banks had occurred2.

The rapid acquisition cycles and need to constantly address the market forced
investment banks to use an acceptable rather than an optimal operating model. Merger
performance studies among banks revealed the same3. This led to significant cost
pressures on investment banks. The impact of these cost pressures was further
accentuated by pressures on fee based income due to increased competition from the peer
Investment Banks, increased availability of investment options and enhanced investor
access to global markets.
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Investment Banks tried to cut operating costs during late 90s and early part of this
decade by Offshoring a significant portion of their technology Maintenance and
Development to lower cost centers in Russia, India and now China.

Most Investment Banks tried multiple options for such Offshoring from setting-up
fully owned subsidiaries or offices, referred to as Captive Centers in the offshoring
parlance, to Joint Ventures and time and material or project based offshoring to third
party vendors.

3 |  HCL Proprietary & Confidential. Not for Distribution.

Offshore Yes!
But Captive or Outsource?

Though this gave some savings to the Investment Banks, their operating models
were still not competitive enough to retain client investments and service transactions.
The cost pressure continued to build up.

This cost push coupled with availability of skilled resources in offshore locations,
like India, led to the development of a new micro trend ‘Investment Banking Operations
Offshoring’.

As discussed, in later sections in this paper, what started about three years ago as
a measure of desperation, Investment Banking Operations Offshoring, is now a
strengthening rapidly recognized micro-trend. Major Investment Banks and Asset and
Investment Management firms make aggressive steps to cover lost ground.

Also, for the purpose of this paper the focus has been kept on operational
functions that are part of the capital generation and investment life-cycle in the primary
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and secondary capital markets. The impact due to offshoring of support functions within
the Investment Banks like HR and Administration has not been considered.

The Imperatives

Though there is no single factor that can be identified as tipping element in the
creation of the Investment Banking Operations Offshoring micro trend, there are however
certain factors that can collectively be recognized as its drivers and enablers. Some of the
key drivers and enablers are discussed below:

The Cost based Drivers

In the past decade, increased competition in the investment banking industry and
the mergers caused a disturbance in the evolutionary equilibrium4. This led to the
shrinking of margins and created immense cost pressures. The banks tried to outsource to
vendors locally in the United States but the gains from those were absorbed over time.

The Key element of X-Inefficiency:

The cost inefficiencies due to mergers in Investment Banks have been extensively
studies and modeled5 as early as 1996, however, the Investment Banks were slow to react
to such cost pressures due to increased organic and inorganic growth. It is only in the last
three years that reduced corporate M&A activity forced the banks to review their cost
structures.

What is X-Inefficiency?

Why are these X-inefficiencies relevant to Investment Banking Operations?

The X-inefficiencies stretch across the entire organization they are primarily
created due to the lag between the rate of change in operations processes and the growth
rate of the organization. Organizations often bring in new or replace old technology to
eliminate these X-inefficiencies but the new technology is usually wrapped around the
existing processes.
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E.g. in most new software implementations a business analyst comes and first
documents the existing process and then recommends the creation of the software to map
the existing processes. The author’s research of multiple such exercises at large
investment banks many similar instances were observed. The Banks failed to adopt
solutions like TradeCard which were eventually brought into the industry by non-
banking institutions.

Also, cost pressures mounted further, as large US based outsource partners of
Investment Banks like IBM, EDS were slow to come up with solutions in Investment
Banking Operations Offshoring, forcing the investment banks to explore other options.

The Talent based Drivers

U.S. has been facing a shortage of talent with Higher Education skills which has
often been referred to as the ‘skills gap’ or ‘labor shortages’. Being the largest exporter
of services, this gap has always been bridged in the U.S. by way of import of H1-B or
other Visa workers. Given the strong demand for skilled workers, the U.S. Congress had
increased the limit under the H1-B program limit to 195,000 people in 2000.

This limit was dropped back to 65,000 people in October 2003. This sudden drop
in influx of skilled workers provided an increased impetus to offshoring, not only for the
technology but also for the operations jobs in investment banking.
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Further, the growing population in Asia with a robust higher education system led
to the development of excellent talent pools, which could be tapped easily by the
investment banks looking to build a Global Operating Model. Also, in the past decade
U.S. Investment Banking industry has seen the influx of a lot of Asian talent, not only in
technology but also in the investment banking sales, trading and operations.

The availability of good talent in India at a fraction of the cost at which an
Investment Bank would hire an MBA or and Undergrad from a top US university, built a
strong case for Offshoring of the lower end Investment Banking operations to India.

Environmental Enablers

Skill Abundance

The availability of skills necessary for performing Investment Banking Operations
in India has grown considerably in the last decade. Since the economic liberalization in
the mid 90s the growth rate of English speaking urban population in India has almost
doubled. This coupled with the rapid growth of Undergraduate and MBA institutes has
created a robust supply of resources which are being rapidly absorbed by the offshore
operations of Investment Banks.
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Further, another smaller trend is visible which is bound to increase the skill
availability. India is seeing an influx of MBAs from other countries as it is becoming a
desired destination for internship.  MBAs around the world wish to participate in the
workings of the global economy and make this a part of their learning experience.

Liberalized Economies

The Russian, Indian and Chinese economies moved from a period of strict
controls on current and capital account convertibility and prohibition of majority foreign
institutional and direct investment, to a more liberal economic model. This allowed for
increased net capital inflows and hence easier access to capital for growth.

Ability to invest in 100% subsidiaries and thereby gain direct control on the
offshore operations emboldened the Investment Banks to explore Offshoring at a much
larger scale than ever contemplated before. Per the UNCTAD report of December 2005,
India is the third most favored country for FDI after the China and US7.

Competitive Advantage

The Technology Offshoring wave was followed close on its heels by the wave of
Call Center offshoring by large retail and full service banks in the US. This was followed
close on its heels by a slew of Credit Card Processing offshoring by major retail banks.
This increased the competitive pressure on the large Investment Banks which had truly
become full service banks post Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999.
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Investment Banks were forced to re-look at their costs structures to stay
competitive in the local US markets. Some Investment Banks like ABN AMRO started
offshoring Trade Finance operations to India in late 2001. JP Morgan started offshoring
investment banking operations to India in mid 2002. Following which Morgan Stanley
began its offshoring efforts in India in 2003.

Investment banks like Lehman Brothers continue to look at India, as their
preferred destination for offshoring operations, as they set-up shop in Mumbai as recently
as early 2005.
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Landscape

What Investment Banking operations are being outsourced?

For the purpose of this paper we have used the term Investment Banking as an
umbrella term to cover the entire gamut of Capital Markets. It covers both buy and sell
sides of areas like raising capital, securities and brokerage, investment management and
trust & securities services. These areas are commonly grouped in the Investment Banks
as CIB (Corporate and Investment Bank), AM (Asset Management), PWM (Private
Wealth Management), TSS (Trust and Securities Services), C&C (Custody and
Clearing).

Investment Banking industry has seen a lot of outsourcing in the last decade.
Testimony to the fact is the growth of Boston, MA based State Street, which offers the
Investment Operations outsourcing services to both the buy side and sell side (e.g. prime
brokers). Banks like ABN AMRO, Mellon and Barclays have also been offering
outsourcing services to other corporate and investment banks.

Also, in the 90s, sell side institutions, outsourced a lot of their back office
processing to vendors, e.g. large portions of the securities settlement process was
outsourced by most major broker-dealers to vendors like ADP.
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Despite this strong in-house expertise in outsourcing, the Investment Banking
Operations community was slow to adopt the benefits of Offshoring, which had been
well exploited by their technology counterparts.

Though the Investment Banking Operations community started late in accepting
and applying the benefits of offshoring, it has understood them well. Some of the more
recent, yet major, successes are testimony to this learning. These successes are further
described in later sections.

What investment banking operations are being offshored?

Investment Banks have experimented with offshoring in different areas. Some
common areas that have been tried across almost all asset classes are Research and
Analytics, Reconciliation, Data Management, Corporate Actions, Confirmation and
Settlement. What is interesting to note is that there is not one major full service
investment bank which has made a strategic move to offshore all or most of its
Investment Banking Operations into the New Economic Model.

The lack of such strategic moves can hardly be attributed to lack of management
will. Most cases the corporate management of a large investment bank has to take into
cognizance the business line interests represented on the board and management decision
committees. Business lines are revenue focused, while Offshoring efforts usually start in
the Common (non-business aligned) Areas, which are cost focused. Also, unlike in the
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case of technology where there is constant need to upgrade systems and infrastructure,
there is no such equivalent need on the operations side.

Investment Banks, therefore are more akin to offshoring operations areas which
are common across multiple business lines. Some of the common functions are already
delivered under a shared services model across all these business lines. Such functions
lend themselves more easily to offshoring as they provide the needed scale and mature
processes which are prerequisites for successful offshoring. As discussed, there are
multiple external factors governing what is getting offshored.

Some key internal factors have also been noted as the determinants of what gets
Offshored. Such factors are:

• Maturity and Understanding of the Offshoring methods
• Current Process Maturity
• and End-Client Relationship Maturity

Offshoring in any specific large investment bank typically starts from lower end
of the process value chain with areas like Data Cleansing, Confirmation and
Reconciliation processing. It then moves to middle end of the chain items like Settlement
processing and finally to the higher-end of the chain with areas like Economic and
Investment Research, MBS-ABS-CDO Modeling. In some cases even areas of high skills
like creation of Customized Valuation Models and Index Creation have also been
offshored.

Overall, the recent micro-trend of Investment Banking Operations offshoring from
U.S . to Asia, and India in particular, most certainly started with Investment Banks
looking to get access to cheaper research given the pressure on Softdollars and Brokerage
Commissions. Also, the Buy-Side itself started directly consuming some of the research
being generated by these boutique Indian research firms.

This initial success pushed some of the investment banks to set-up ‘Captive
Centers’ purely for the purpose of supporting their research analysts. The core operation
of putting together the research and the numbers was offshored to India. The Analyst in
the U.S. would then just have to add his recommendation and occasionally some
commentary before publishing the report.

Given the success of the initial engagements in research at these ‘Captive
Centers’ some of the major banks decided to offshore other areas and functions.
However, the ‘Captive Centers’ despite their aggressive growth have not been very
successful in garnering business from their parents. We will discuss later in this paper the
reasons for the lack of success of these captive centers and why it has not proven to be
the most successful model for Investment Banks.
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Who is offshoring IB Operations?

Full service Investment Banks have been offshoring to India since 1992.
However, if we look at the offshoring pattern from 1990 to 2005, we can clearly see three
distinct ripples of offshoring.

The first was the ripple of the Financial Service Pioneers. These were firms like
Citibank, American Express and HSBC. They set up ‘Captive Centers’ for offshoring
their Financial Services operations and technology. Citibank set up the first offshoring
subsidiary for its technology and financial services needs in 1992. Following Citibank’s
example other banks like American Express and HSBC also set-up offshore ‘Captive
Centers’.

The year 2000 saw the coming of the second ripple of offshoring when Deutsche Bank
started its Investment Banking Technology offshoring. It was shortly after followed by
Fidelity which set-up its Captive Center in the north.  Other Investment banks followed
suit by early 2003.

The year 2003 saw the coming of the third ripple when once again Deutsche Bank started
its Investment Banking Operations offshoring. It has since been followed by JP Morgan,
Bank of America, Goldman Sachs and Lehman Brothers.
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Where is this being offshored to?

Investment Banking Operations has been offshored to different cities across India. Choice
of location was largely driven by the following factors:

• Availability of Skills
• Synergies with existing offshoring centers for technology and financial services

The earliest Captive Centers for Investment Banking Operations were set-up in Mumbai
in the west and Chennai in the south in mid 90s. Other centers came up in the north Delhi
and Gurgaon. This happened largely due to increase in skilled labor supply in the those
regions caused by the growth of retail banking, retail mortgage servicing  and financial
services operations centers in those areas.

The last three years have seen a significant growth in the south mainly in
Chennai, Bangalore cluster and now an emerging Hyderabad-Secunderabad twin city
cluster. Today, we can see four clear clusters emerging in Investment Banking
Operations.

These clusters are:
1. Bangalore-Chennai Cluster
2. Mumbai-Pune Cluster
3. Delhi-Noida-Gurgaon Cluster
4. Hyderabad-Secunderabad Cluster

IB Operations demand higher international
bandwidth for VOIP

The FLAG, SAFE, i2i networks landing
points are Mumbai, Kochi & Chennai
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Major Success Stories in IB Operations
Offshoring

Before we review the major success stories in Investment Banking operations it would be
important to look at the Key Determinants of such success. These have been discussed in the
order of significance below:

Use of a proper Risk based Process Scoring Model

Success has been most likely when Investment Banks have spent significant time at all
levels of management to evaluate and determine a proper risk based score of processes. Such
scoring can be determined by looking at processes at a departmental or sub-business line level.

Proper segmentation of processes into a set of elements which can possibly be offshored
and then scoring these process-segments for Risk and Complexity has been a key determinant of
success.

Investment Banks which are ahead of the curve have tried more advanced Risk
Scoring Models. These models use simple steps like process segmentation, process
classification, risk-matrix determination, risk weighting and computation of the process
risk scores, plotting process risk distributions and then determining the cut-off limits
within which the processes can be offshored.
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Choice of Organizational Form

It is this choice of Organizational Form that makes a lot of difference between
success and failure8. It is important for Investment Banks to choose an organizational
model which best suits their existing operating model and structure.

As discussed, in the introduction to this paper, the two clear form options
available to Investment Banks are in-house ‘Captive Center’ or third-party Outsourced.

Both models have been tried by Investment Banks with varying degrees of
success. However, none of the two models have emerged a clear winner. Multiple reasons
are cited for limited success of these models.

E.g. an Investment Bank which has had good success in Technology Offshoring
using a Captive Center would naturally tend to use the Captive as a means to initiate
Operations offshoring. This model may not work as the local market experience built in
hiring the right resources in technology may not scale linearly to operations hiring.

Or in some cases where the decision for such offshoring was non-strategic or
where the ownership of the offshore captive entity was with one particular business unit
other units are slow to offshore operations to the captive. Such slower transition fully
erodes the short-term benefits of offshoring and delays the overall process of offshoring
leading to loss of competitive advantage.

Some Investment banks choose ‘Captive Centers’ for better control. The reasons
cited for the same are:

• Lower Operational Risk
• Better Protection of Intellectual Property
• Greater Employee Loyalty

In certain cases where Investment Banks are comfortable with Vendors capability
they tend to make bold decisions to offshore process but such bold decisions also do not
always lead to success and gains. Increased structural risk can be thought of as the major
reason for the failure of such bold moves8.

Given that the Investment Banking Operations offshoring is still in its infancy,
most large Investment Banks are yet to explore the Joint Venture and Build Operate
Transfer Model. So far this model has been best explored by just one major investment
bank till date.

Given the huge success of this model we have chosen our case study and
discussed the factors in detail later in this section. Joint Ventures and BOT models require
Capital Commitment from both parties. Capital being the most sought after commodity in
the full service Investment Banks as every penny is firmly leveraged to the client’s loan
portfolio in the effort to facilitate additional fee based transactions.
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Investment Banks hence are less likely to establish Joint Ventures as it takes not
just commitment to fiscal discipline but also capital commitment.

However, as the success story that follows depicts how a bold commitment of capital led
to extraordinary returns on capital by way of eventual asset monetization, on the
completion of the BOT. The model can be called and EJV model or and predetermined
Exit point based Joint Venture model.

Choice of Location

Investment Banks spend a lot of time and effort in identifying the right location
for setting-up their offshoring presence. The research to come to a decision varies from
one Investment Bank to the other. However, a commonly observed method is site visits,
where in one or more senior management teams from the Investment Banks travel and
visit the sites of existing vendors or potential target captive center sites.

The competitive advantage of the investment banks in operations offshoring lies
in correct prioritization on the above discussed factors of success. In most cases where
Investment banks have not been as successful in offshoring, significant time and effort
was spent on determining the right location. While, less time was spent on thinking
through choice of organizational form. Even lesser on a proper risk based analysis of
which processes to offshore8.

As our case study will show, the right prioritization should be choice of
organizational form and risk based process scoring followed by choice of location.

Investment Banking Operations Offshoring:  A major success
story

Most major investment banks at the time of this writing have tried offshoring in
some shape or form for their operations. The success rates have however varied
considerably. There are multiple reasons which can be cited for these failures at all levels
of abstractions.

At a strategic level factors like incorrect choice of Organizational Form and
Offshoring Location have been cited.

At a more granular level unskilled resources, improper management of attrition
and improper transition management, use of immature frameworks have been cited.
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In this paper we have chosen to discuss a few key elements that can be attributed to the
success of HCL Capital Market Services the subject of our case-study:

The growth has been significant at each stage of organizational evolution.

The key elements which are the prime reasons for such growth are:

Robust transition frameworks

Transition Frameworks are the underlying skeleton for the entire offshoring
process. More robust frameworks increase the chances of quick and successful transition.
HCL has developed a very robust framework which has been used to transition over 1000
Investment Banking Operations processes offshore. In addition, it has created a unique
risk based process analysis method which is used to score specific processes segments on
a risk scorecard.

This Scorecard is then reviewed jointly with the Investment Banks Operations team and
risk weights adjusted based on minor changes to the process attributes, like transaction
volumes, transaction value, required turn around time. The final risk weighted scorecard
forms the basis for the transition execution plan. The economic mind can think of this as
a means of

Creating the Right (market) MechanismCreating the Right (market) Mechanism
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Strong investment banking Domain Skills

HCL has a strong presence in the Indian market and was also recognized as the
prime foreign employer in Ireland in 2005. HCL inherently carried Investment Banking
domain skills owing to its Investment Banking technology expertise.

Also, the Bangalore market where the bulk of the offshoring delivery is
performed provided the much needed human capital liquidity, as it was also the home to
the most premier MBA institution the IIM Bangalore.

Additionally, HCL undertook the daunting mission of enhancing the Investment
Banking domain liquidity in the Bangalore market through extensive recruitment
campaigns running constantly across all parts of India.

HCL, also created a world class Investment Banking Operations audio visual
training facility and Academic collaboration in areas like computational finance,
brokerage and foreign exchange. HCL brought in a strong team of former institutional
Equity, FX, Fixed Income and Commodity traders from Investment Banks to provide its
team the needed desk experience.

The approach was multi-pronged and some key highlights of the approach were as
follows:

• Creation of an experts panel with world renowned Industry Experts
• A novel academic partnership with the premier Business School in India
• Creation of a world class Investment Banking training franchise

The economic mind can think of this as a means of

Choice of Organizational form

Both the partner Investment Bank and HCL had the foresight to set a unique
organizational form which provided the required management attention for growing the
offshoring presence and at the same time provided the incentive for capital allocation
given the preset asset monetization plan.

Getting the Supply RightGetting the Supply Right
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The success story has clearly set apart HCL Capital Market Services as the
Pioneers in Investment Banking Operations Offshoring.

HCL Capital Market services has pioneered Investment Banking Operations
offshoring by bringing together its two decades worth of experience in technology
offshoring. It is the only offshoring vendor to have a globally recognized offshoring
Transition Framework ‘ARMOR’TM.

HCL also has been extremely successful in helping its clients offshore Investment
Banking Operations due to its strong pedigree in Investment Banking Technology and the
delivery of this technology using the most optimized offshoring model in the industry.

HCL’s onsite-offshore ratios are 15 : 85 compared to 30 : 70 achieved by most
Captive Centers and other third-party vendors. The organizational model ensures that the
offshore management spends more time on governance, process design, transition and
execution, rather than relationship management and business development.

The economic mind can think of this as a means of

Getting the Demand RightGetting the Demand Right
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Future Trends and Opportunities

What are the emerging trends in IB operations offshoring?

Benefits of Outsourcing and Offshoring are predetermined quantum today. If you
know the size of the business you want to outsource or offshore, the cost structure of the
location you want to offshore to, the cost of transition to the new location and the
operational and structural risk adjustments factors of these costs, you can easily calculate
the break-even month or year and the benefits in terms of net positive cash gain from the
decision.

However, the benefits due to accrue two or more years down the line, are not
evident, factored or determined in most offshoring decisions today are. Most of these
decision models are static. The decision models need to be dynamic and revised year on
year to take into account changes in cost structures, risks and transformational benefits.

The innovation therefore has to come from bringing in an approach of not just
‘cost-subtraction’ but ‘value-addition’ and ‘value-multiplication’9. This can be achieved
in two main ways

• Investment Banking Operations Process Reengineering
• Scale through Integrated Delivery of Operations, Technology and Infrastructure
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Today offshoring is about taking elements of a high cost process over to a
location that offers a lower operating cost structure. The growth of offshoring will lead to
greater competition and demand greater innovation from offshore service providers,
Captive or third-party Vendors, in order to sustain their business margins and models.

Few investment banks have gone down this road today but the future path is very
clear. Investment Banks will increasingly reach a point where mere cost subtraction
benefits from offshoring either into a Captive Center or to a third-party Vendor will not
suffice.

Organizations like HCL have made significant progress in building and delivering
such innovative models ‘ahead of the market’. HCL has made large investments in
creating a framework which helps investment banks reengineer their processes and the
technology around it, in an integrated fashion.

What business opportunities lie for large, medium and small
offshoring vendors?

Large offshore vendors have significant play in major offshoring deals in the
order of 100s of millions of dollars. Many such deals are currently in the pipeline as
investment banks aggressively look at means to cut costs.

Large players have greater access to capital and hence they can easily engage in
asset purchase deals and take large piece of costs off the investment banks balance sheets.
large vendors could engage across all areas across the Investment Management and
Securities Processing functions.

The Mid Sized vendors may not have the cash to orchestrate large ticket asset
purchase deals but can clearly engage in transformational offshoring transactions either
directly with mid-sized investment banks or with the large offshore vendors. The typical
functional areas for mid-sized players would be Data Management, Research, Trade
Confirmation and Settlement, M&A advisory support and Reconciliation.

Small vendors would have opportunities to engage with both large and mid sized
Investment Banks more on boutique or niche services or work as ancillary suppliers to
the large and mid-sized players. Typical functional areas for small players would be
Presentation Services, Research, Modeling and Structuring.

How the industry pans out is anybody’s guess but the author’s research shows that
the Investment Banking Operations offshoring industry is poised for tremendous growth
in the next five years. The Investment Banks and vendors which are able to strike the
right partnerships will lead the pack.
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